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Hi David,

Esta and I have been members of MBC for over 20 years and sadly most of our friends have left or are leaving
the church. We are members of two couple groups that still meet, but all have left MBC except for one couple.
And it's not for any one reason, but an accumulation of things that you have done and finally it came to the point
they could no longer be under MBC leadership. I will assume it wasn't intentional to hurt and offend so many
people that have been rooted in MBC for many years but you do have the platform to do something about it. 
It should be a huge red flag when you have so many godly people leaving the church.  Something is wrong.

Perhaps you could put an end to the uprising revolution and mass exit by addressing your congregants and
apologizing for hurting so many people.
Here are some thoughts.  

1. Apologize for downplaying abortion in your "7 Things to Consider before Voting."  You may not call it that but
it appeared that way for a lot of people.  God has called us as people to do justice (Micah 6:8.)  When you
downplay the abortion issue you are letting the blood of innocent babies be silenced.   Or to even suggest not to
vote offended many including our veterans who fought for that privilege.

2. Apologize for taking up an entire church service for you and Mike Kelsey to talk about Social Justice. Why
not at a town hall meeting or at a social gathering?  At that worship service you played a video with Pastor
Park's wife at the grocery store feeling discriminated against because the teller didn’t talk to her like she did to
the customer before her.  This has happened to me as well as a lot of other people that aren't Asian.  My sister
has worked at Harris Teeter as a teller for 7 years and says she will see some of the same customers on a
regular basis that she has gotten to know that she has conversation with and then there are others she may just
politely greet or speak to. This is how you want to school a multi-cultural church on prejudice?

3. We all support blacks but the BLM organization is a terrible Marxist organization, indirectly or directly you
have associated with BLM.  Mike Kelsey was seen on social media at the BLM Parade and shortly after that you
promoted him to a new position.

4. You admitted that MBC is affiliated with SBC and has donated to their various causes.
If the members don't like the direction SBC is drifting towards; then, allow them to vote on whether MBC
resources should continue to support what SBC is doing.

5. Help stop this rumor:
The reason so many of the community groups have been dissolved is not because our mega church can't do it
all in excellence like we use to, but because we are going to "church groups" and may not need our huge
building in the future. You might not mean it that way; but, that is the way many have perceived it.

6. Not once but twice you pointed your finger at our church with a statistic that seemed to say that white people
were not willing to mingle with black people. McLean Bible is one of the most diverse churches in the country
and to  make your congregation feel guilty with your statistic was and is offensive to many who believe that
cultural divides have nothing to do with racial prejudice. Again this may not have been intentional but many
people perceived it that way.

7. The upheaval that is going on at MBC was slowly boiling but it ignited when you apologized for praying for
President Trump. It was a beautiful prayer you handled it perfectly and the bible tells us to pray for our leaders. I
understand some of the elders asked you not to send out your letter Monday following that Sunday service and
you did anyway.
You may think you addressed the dispute with a resolution, but those who left the church think differently. You
showed your cards that you don’t support a president that is the most pro-life president with the most pro-
religious freedom platform in my lifetime. And a president that for the first time in my lifetime stood up to the
liberal media’s anti-Christian agenda. Do I wish Trumps’ character followed suit with his support for our biblical
platform? Of course I do; but, my choice was him or his Democratic opponent that has opened the doors to
border tragedies, transgender mainstreaming, critical  race theory, abortion funding  via Planned Parenthood, to
name a few.

8. We had a men's conference every year for at least the 21 years since I've been at MBC until you came and
we were told twice by Nate Reed and David Young that it put too much work on our staff. We went back to them
and said WACMM will do it all and supply the staff and we just needed MBC to host it like three years ago when
they brought in Tony Evans and packed out the big auditorium. Nate said a men's conference is not the
direction the church is going and encouraged our men to attend other churches men's conferences. Yet a year
later MBC had a women's conference. Whatever happened to the men supposed to be the spiritual leaders in
the church and at home?  By the way Cornerstone had a men's breakfast a few weeks ago and Michelle
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Buckner, their event coordinator said they had 504 register with an additional 112 walk-ups. 

I may not have it all right; but, I do know how people have perceived your actions and in turn have chosen to
leave.   So your response could be “I have been misunderstood’ and then defend your decisions based on what
the bible teaches. Or you could confess your wrongdoing and ask forgiveness and say, "I am sorry” to so many
people that have been hurt and offended. I think that would go a long way to stop the bleeding and help bring
about "Unity" that everybody talks about.

No matter what happens I continue to stand on one of my favorite verses Romans 8:28.

I pray you will make the right decision.
May the Lord be with and your family,

Tommy Lippard 
PH 703-244-2035
tom.lippard1@gmail.com




